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2016. (AP Photo/James Crisp) Republican presidential candidate U.S. Sen. Ted Cruz speaks during the Iowa Faith and Freedom Coalition breakfast at the Hilton hotel in Des Moines, Iowa on Monday, Jan. 18, 2016. (AP Photo/James Crisp) The Democratic National Committee (DNC) has spent millions of dollars backing the candidacy of Hillary Clinton. Now, it's the
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How to delete iCloud, the software I recently bought? A: The way to uninstall iCloud is to click the Uninstall button on your phone's App Store app. iTunes also has a similar button. Q: Check if it has occurred to one of the values at least one time I have a stored procedure which returns the following results Now I need to write a query, which checks whether it has
occurred to one of the values at least one time (min: 1). Here is my query so far: SELECT Project, Activity, Date, SUM(G) + SUM(F) + SUM(E) + SUM(D) + SUM(C) + SUM(B) + SUM(A) FROM Activity GROUP BY Project, Activity, Date ORDER BY Project, Date DESC, Activity ASC A: You can use the below TSQL. --Test Data declare @tbl table(Project varchar(5), Activity

varchar(5), Date datetime, G int,F int,E int,D int,C int,B int,A int) insert into @tbl values ('Pro1','Act1','2018-01-01',5,2,1,3,5,1,10) ,('Pro1','Act2','2018-02-01',5,3,1,1,3,10,20) ,('Pro1','Act3','2018-03-01',10,3,1,1,3,10,20) ,('Pro1','Act4','2018-04-01',15,3,1,1,3,10,20) ,('Pro2','Act1','2018-01-01',5,1,3,10,1,2,5) ,('Pro2','Act2','2018-02-01',5,3,2,10,1,2,5)
,('Pro2','Act3','2018-03-01',10,3,2,10,1,2,5) ,('Pro2','Act4','2018-04-01',15,3,2,10,1,2,5) ,('Pro
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